Introduction
Crossmodal correspondences are intuitively held associations between certain low-level, non-redundant features of a stimulus [1] . A number of correspondences have been discovered in humans, such as associations between auditory pitch and visual size (high pitch feels small, e.g. [2] ), auditory pitch and spatial elevation (high pitch feels elevated, e.g. [3] ) and auditory pitch and visual luminance (high pitch feels bright, e.g. [4] ), to name a few. These correspondences differ from redundant associations (exemplified in crossmodal transfer paradigms e.g. [5] ) in that they do not involve complementary features, such as perceiving size through touch and vision (size being the same physical property regardless of the modality). Indeed, the relationships within correspondences such as pitch and elevation can stem from quite different physical dimensions (e.g. sound, space) yet are somehow paired intuitively in the minds of humans [6] .
One proposed origin for crossmodal correspondences is that some may stem from the physical properties of the environment. For example, the pitch-size correspondence (low auditory pitch is intuited to be large in size, while the high pitch is small [2] ) might arise from the fact that large objects tend to produce a low-pitched sound when struck, while small objects produce a highpitched sound. Similarly, large organisms tend to emit low-pitched growls while small ones such as mice squeak at high frequencies [7] . However, environmental regularities cannot explain all correspondences. Pitch-luminance mapping, for example (where high-frequency sounds are preferentially matched with high-luminant objects, and low frequency sounds with dark objects), does not easily fit to any known natural phenomena. Hence an alternative way to explain the emergence of this correspondence might be that it stems from the organization of the nervous system [8] .
Other correspondences, still, may have multiple origins. For example, the pitch-elevation correspondences noted above (high-frequency sounds are intuitively located on an elevated virtual plane, while low-pitched sounds are closer to the ground) can be traced to both world statistics and filtering properties of the human ear (i.e. high-pitched sounds tend to originate from higher in space, a phenomenon that is further accentuated by the shape of the human pinna; [9] ). Finally, some correspondences may be created-or reinforced-by linguistic overlap across dimensions. For example, in both auditory pitch and spatial elevation, a number of human languages use shared vocabulary across both domains (e.g. 'high'-'low' for both pitch and elevation [10] ). Such linguistic pairings may have given rise to intuitive correspondencesor indeed may have arisen from them in the development of language [11] . Moreover, it is possible that language and perception serve to reinforce each other in modern-day humans, where language primes the perceptual system to perceive high-pitched noise as coming from above, or indeed, the perceptual system primes language learning [12] . However, any argument for a fully linguistic origin of the pitch-elevation correspondence is weakened by evidence that speakers of languages without this linguistic overlap (e.g. Catalan, which has different words for 'high' in space or pitch) nonetheless demonstrate pitch-elevation correspondences [10] , albeit to a lesser extent than languages such as English [9] .
One way to disentangle the origins of crossmodal correspondences is to study their occurrence in pre-linguistic infants. Walker et al. [13, 14] and Dolscheid et al. [15] found evidence of the pitch-elevation correspondence in the preferential looking times of young infants, suggesting this correspondence might be present from birth rather than acquired through exposure to the world or language. However, these results recently failed to replicate [16, 17] , so it is possible that infants' looking times might be sensitive to variations in methodology and materials [16, 18] , and further study is needed. An alternative approach is to look for crossmodal correspondences in non-human animals. If correspondences are found in organisms other than humans, this will point towards a nonlinguistic, shared and evolutionarily older origin. Yet, to our knowledge, the very few studies on non-humans all involved our closely related primates. Ludwig et al. [19] demonstrated a pitch-luminance correspondence in chimpanzees (by presenting an irrelevant high-or low-pitched sound while the animals were performing a match-to-sample task involving dark and light images). Incongruent pairings (low pitch with bright images) negatively influenced the accuracy of the chimps' performance. This suggests that pitch-luminance correspondences are not uniquely human and are also shared by non-human primates, potentially pointing to a shared neurological mechanism. Finally, Kalan et al. [20] studied chimpanzees in the wild and observed that the animals appeared to use high-pitched calls to communicate the existence of small trees with their preferred fruit, and low-pitched calls to denote large trees. This variation in call frequency could not be explained by arousal, suggesting that these food calls might be an example of a sound-symbolic system involving the pitch-size correspondence.
Thus, while non-redundant correspondences have been reported in humans and at least one species of non-human primate, whether they exist in other species remains to be established. Here we test this hypothesis by asking whether a non-primate species-the domestic dog (Canis familiaris)-displays the pitch-elevation correspondence in a crossmodal paradigm. Dogs typically share the human environment from birth, and while being phylogenetically distant from humans, they are able to use audio-visual cues to match the size of conspecifics [21, 22] as well as to recognize human identity [23] , gender [24] and emotional states [25] . If we were to also find non-redundant correspondences in this non-linguistic species, this would point towards an influence of environment statistics on developmental or evolutionary timescales rather than towards a linguistic origin.
Material and methods (a) Participants
One hundred and one pet dogs of different breeds completed 208 trials (three dogs took part in the tests twice at two different points in time). Data from 144 trials were discarded resulting in a sample size of 64 trials from 45 dogs, and full details of the exclusion criteria and sample composition are reported in the electronic supplementary material.
(b) Materials
Each dog viewed a four-slide presentation containing two critical slides for this paper (the remaining two contained an 8-s-long audio-visual display of another crossmodal dimension from a study reported elsewhere, and here serve as fillers). The two target slides contained dynamic animations of a blue spherical object created in Adobe Animate (figure 1). Blue was chosen to provide good visual discrimination for canine vision [26] . In one animation, the ball began at the bottom of the screen, went vertically along a straight line up towards the top of the screen and then returned back down to the starting position. This unfolded over the course of 4 s and was then repeated to form an 8-s animation. In the alternative animation, the ball moved in reverse. The animations were synchronized with one of two types of stimuli, which were either a whistle-like U-shaped or an inverted U-shaped sound. These sounds, created in Praat 6.0 using a script, started at a low frequency (100 Hz, 400 Hz or 700 Hz) went up to high frequency (1800 Hz, 2100 Hz or 2500 Hz, respectively) and went back down to the starting frequency (or the reverse; figure 1 ). Visual and auditory stimuli were paired to create congruent trials (ball ascends as pitch ascends) and incongruent trials (ball ascends as pitch descends, table 1 for all possible combinations of auditory and visual stimuli). The visual animations were projected onto a wall, while the sound played from two speakers positioned adjacent to the wall. We video-recorded the behaviour of dogs while the stimuli were being displayed.
Video recordings of dogs' responses were subsequently analysed using Gamebreaker Version 10 by two raters blind to the condition of the trial. Inter-rater agreement for both duration and tracing of the stimulus was high (single measurement = 0.92 and 0.93, respectively).
(c) Design
The slides were produced in four counterbalanced orders, with dogs randomly assigned to one of these four orders which included the following slides: filler 1, filler 2, congruent and incongruent target slides. A within-subject design was used with each dog seeing both the congruent and incongruent version of the audiovisual stimulus once. We compared congruent and incongruent conditions, with three dependent measures: the duration-of-looking at the stimulus (time in seconds each dog spent with its gaze royalsocietypublishing.org/journal/rsbl Biol. Lett. 15: 20190564 focused on the stimulus), time-spent-tracing the stimulus (evidenced by the amount of time in seconds each dog spent moving its head up and down to follow the stimulus) and the percentage of time the dog spent tracing, out of the total time he/she spent looking; i.e. (time-spent-tracing/duration-of-looking) × 100. A linear mixed model was run using SPSS v. 25 (SPSS Inc., Chicago, IL, USA) and the differences in means were considered significant at an alpha level of 0.05.
(d) Procedure
After entering the laboratory, dogs were allowed 2-3 min to habituate to the environment. Informed consent was obtained from each dog's owner/keeper (henceforth 'owner'). The owner was instructed not to interact in any way with the dog during the testing. Dogs were subsequently placed on the lead and seated on the floor in front of a chair where their owner was seated facing the wall on which the slides were to be projected. The dog's behaviour was recorded from a camera placed in front and to the left of the dog. The experimenter was seated to the right and behind the dog, watching a live feed from a second camera that was positioned to the right and in front of the dog (see electronic supplementary material for the illustration of the set-up). Once the dog was looking at the screen, the four stimuli were played one after another in short succession, with pauses between trials to allow the dog to be repositioned to continue facing the screen, if necessary. The testing procedure lasted no longer than 1 min per dog.
Results
Three linear mixed models were run; their structures, results and assumptions are reported in the electronic supplementary material. None of the factors (congruency of the stimulus or the order of presentation) nor their interactions had any effect on the duration-of-looking measure (congruency: F 1,34.09 = 0.72, p = 0.40, M (congruent) = 6.29, s.e. = 0.30, M (incongruent) = 5.95, s.e. = 0.31; order of presentation: F 1,34.09 = 0.14, p = 0.71; M (presented first) = 6.2, s.e. = 0.28; M ( presented second) = 6.04, s.e. = 0.33). There was also no effect on the time-spenttracing [i.e. overall time the dogs spent tracing the stimulus; congruency: 
Discussion
Here we found evidence that dogs' behaviour can be affected by pitch-elevation crossmodal correspondences. Dogs engaged for a larger proportion of time with audio-visual animations that had congruent pitch-elevation ( pitch gets higher as the ball is elevated) compared to incongruent ( pitch gets lower as the ball is elevated).
These results argue against the hypothesis that pitchelevation crossmodal correspondences are purely a result of vocabulary influences on the perceptual system (e.g. a shared word 'high' for pitch and space; [27] ). Although dogs are able to react to verbal commands and even learn labels for objects in their environment [28] , it is highly unlikely they learn to associate human lexical terms such as 'high' or 'low' with auditory pitch and spatial elevation (and then recognize their shared linguistic overlap to generate a correspondence). Interestingly, speakers are known to use pitch cues in a speech that capitalize on this particular correspondence (i.e. by raising the pitch of their voice when using an 'up' cue or lowering pitch when using a 'down' cue; [29] ) and these may, in theory, be detected by dogs. These pitch cues in human speech could potentially provide another source for the correspondence in dogs (or might reinforce an existing correspondence). Future studies could investigate whether pitch cues are used by owners to direct the dogs' attention in the vertical plane and whether dogs pay attention to these cues.
Finally, while biological factors such as the shape of the human ear can filter sound to emphasize the pitch-height correspondence (i.e. the shape of the human pinna favours high pitch sounds from above; [8] ) the same argument cannot easily extend to dogs, and this is simply due to the diverse anatomy of the pinna in the domestic dogs tested in this study. Instead, we suggest that the presence of pitch-elevation crossmodal correspondences in domestic dogs must be accounted for by other means (e.g. some shared ancestral biology or some exposure to world statistics in which high-pitched sounds tend to originate from higher virtual planes [8] ).
While we have demonstrated that dogs' behaviour is affected by pitch-elevation crossmodal correspondences, this is only true for the subset of dogs who showed interest in our audio-visual stimuli. In order to increase the generalizability of our results, it would be beneficial to explore the pitchelevation correspondence using additional methodologies which better capture dogs' attention. For example, we might ask whether dogs could more easily learn to fetch objects if they are congruent with simultaneous audio stimuli (e.g. objects at ground level accompanied by low pitch sounds). Future studies might also consider how these correspondences emerge over time. Our study involved dogs of various ages, but we did not include young puppies due to the constraints of our methodology (e.g. dogs needed to remain calm for the duration of the stimulus presentation). However, comparing puppies versus mature dogs could address whether correspondences are innate or acquired. If puppies, too, are affected by pitchelevation correspondences, this might point to some innate predisposition. Conversely, a better performance in mature dogs (or lack of correspondences in puppies) might point to the importance of exposure to world statistics during ontogeny.
In summary, our study is the first to show evidence of crossmodal correspondences in a non-human species not part of the primate order. Future research should now explore the existence of further correspondences in dogs, as well as looking to other species, for evidence of a potentially universal, or perhaps broadly mammalian phenomenon. Indeed, the identification of spontaneous crossmodal correspondences in a wider range of non-domesticated animals could constitute a major contribution to our understanding of how animals perceive their environment across sensory modalities.
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